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Abstract -Research on heart sicknesses has 
consistently been the focal point of consideration of the 
world wellbeing association. More than 17.9 million 
individuals kicked the bucket from it in 2016, which speak 
to 31% of the general passings comprehensively. AI systems 
have been utilized broadly around there to help doctors to 
build up a firm supposition about the states of their coronary 
illness patients. A portion of the current AI models despite 
everything experiences constrained predication capacity, and 
the picked examination approaches are not appropriate. 
Also, it was seen that the current methodologies give more 
consideration to building high precision models, while 
neglecting the capacity to decipher and comprehend the 
suggestions of these models. Right now, eminent AI 
methods: Artificial Neural Networks, Support Vector 
Machines, Naïve Bayes, Decision Trees and Random Forests 
have been examined to help in building, comprehension and 
deciphering distinctive coronary illness diagnosing models. 
The Artificial Neural Networks model indicated the best 
exactness of 84.25% contrasted with different models. Also, 
it was discovered that regardless of some planned models 
have higher exactnesses than others, it might be more secure 
to pick a lower precision model as a last structure of this 
examination. This penance was basic to ensure that an 
increasingly straightforward and believed model is being 
utilized in the coronary illness analysis process. This 
straightforwardness approval was led utilizing a recently 
proposed measurement: the Feature Ranking Cost record.. 
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networks, support vector machines, Naïve Bayes, decision 
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1.INTRODUCTION 
 

The field of machine learning has been progressing 

tremendously as its techniques became more popular and 

easily accessible. Applications ranged from face detection, 

system security, disease diagnosis, drug discovery, and many 

other revolutionary areas that impacted the lifestyle of many 

individuals. The basic idea behind building machine learning 

applications is different from most conventional programming 

methods. Basically, Machine learning models learn from 

patterns in the provided training examples without using 

explicit instructions, and then use inference to come up with 

useful predictions.Some machine learning techniques, such as 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and Support Vector 

Machines (SVM), are very well known as successful 

prediction models, but sometimes they have problems. The 

main problem lies in the fact that they remain as black boxes  

after the model is built. In most of the cases, prediction 

models are built using historical data to make predictions 

about future situation that may take place. Understanding the 

reasoning behind the model prediction response could save 

organizations’ stakeholders a lot of trouble as they may be 

carefully investigating different situations, while choosing the 

right medical treatment or assessing the risk of an investment 

plans for example. Some designed machine learning models 

play a very critical role in the health care system, and the 

designed system could recommend performing surgery on a 

patient. That decision should be extremely accurate to avoid 

life threatening situations. Making such a tough decision 

requires a thorough understanding of the reasons behind the 

model final recommendation before actually going on with the 

surgery. 

So as to construct AI models that could perform heart 

persistent conclusion, patients' informational index models 

should be utilized. There are a couple of confided in sites that 

most specialists use when they gather information for 

investigation, for example, UCI and Kaggle. The 

informational index that has been utilized right now from the 

UCI Machine Learning Repository, and it is known as the 

Cleveland Heart Disease informational collection, which 

comprises initially of 76 highlights and has 303 occurrences. 

The information was initially gathered from Cleveland Clinic 

Foundation, Cleveland, Ohio, and gave by Robert Detrano, 

M.D., Ph.D. of the V.A. Clinical Center, Long Beach, CA [1]. 

Having presented the accessible coronary illness 

informational collections, it is important to have a second 

gander at the two significant informational collections that 

have a larger number of records than the rest: the Cleveland 

and the Hungarian informational collections. It was seen that 

the conveyance of coronary illness classes in the Hungarian 

informational collection were relative, though the in the 

Cleveland land informational index, some ailment 

classifications, for example, Dis-Cat1 was increasingly 

spoken to, see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. In practically all the 

exploration work done on heart informational indexes, all the 

illness classes were assembled into one gathering. In this 

manner, that note was not significant, and the decision in 

favor of which informational index to utilize was won by the 

Cleveland information. That prompted having right around a 

reasonable classification of infection occurrences versus no-

illness: 160 cases of individuals without coronary illness 

versus 137 occasions of individuals with chance for heart 

perish. 
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Fig. 1. Cleveland Data Categories 

 

 

Fig. 2. Hungarian Data Categories 

 

Table. I. List of features and their descriptions in the heart 

disease dataset  

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

Diverse learning strategies have been utilized 

effectively in numerous clinical applications to use human 

wellbeing conditions. For instance, a few applications tended 

to Liver Fibrosis forecast in Hepatitis patients just as a choice 

emotionally supportive network for Diabetes finding utilizing 

delicate figuring fluffy methods [2,3]. Different applications 

concentrated on symptomatic frameworks for Heart Disease 

forecast for Coronary ailments utilizing AI draws near. The 

AI strategies utilized in these applications went between 

utilizing a solitary AI method, for example, covered up Naïve 

Bayes (NB), SVM, enhanced ANN and Decision Tree (DT) 

classifiers [4,5,6,7], to utilizing a group or cross breed AI 

systems [8,9,10]. Since the concentration right now is on 

coronary illness finding, more consideration will be given to 

its related writing. 

The writing on utilizing AI procedures to analyze 

Heart Diseases were copious. That was normal as the subject 

is basic and is the focal point of consideration of the World 

Health Organization as referenced before. Nonetheless, to 

assemble solid AI models, rich informational collections are 

required. Tragically, a large portion of the believed 

information sources on heart sicknesses, for example, UCI or 

Kaggle have a moderately modest number of cases when 

contrasted with Diabetes informational indexes for instance 

[11]. Some AI procedures could be influenced by that modest 

number of cases, for example, ANN, which will in the end 

lead to building low precision models.  

A couple of scientists have tended to the heart 

information occurrences sparsity issue and built up certain 

strategies to deal with it [12,13,14,15]. Some have 

consolidated two significant heart informational indexes, the 

Cleveland and the Hungarian, to frame a greater set meaning 

to configuration better AI models and in the end accomplish 

better outcomes. Different scientists have utilized surrogate 

informational collections that remember engineered 

perceptions for request to expand the quantity of cases in a 

coronary illness informational collection. These models have 

done great endeavors to improve the general exactness of the 

structured AI model regardless of information sparsity. 

As a general remark on the writing, the majority of 

the applications discovered were concentrating on getting the 

best execution model to perform forecasts dependent on the 

accessible information. Nonetheless, these endeavors halted 

by then in the vast majority of the applications, and there were 

no further endeavors of model translation. The concentration 

in our exploration isn't just to have the best execution model, 

yet in addition to have a straightforward model that could give 

interpretable confided in results. With translation, 

progressively valuable data could be extricated from the 

informational collection notwithstanding expectation. This is 

an ongoing examination pattern in AI and the endeavors right 

now developing a promising way. 

III. THEORITICAL BACKGROUND 

 

Right now, scarcely any directed AI procedures have 

been decided to construct a diagnosing model for the 

Cleveland coronary illness informational collection: MLP, 

NB, and a SVM, and Random Forests (RF) classifiers 

[24,25,26]. For experimentation, a 10-crease cross approval 

technique was utilized to assess each model presentation. 

During the approval procedure, the informational collection is 

separated into 10 folds. Each crease is held thusly for testing, 

while the other 9 folds are utilized for preparing. This 

approval procedure is rehashed multiple times to ensure that 

every datum occasion is utilized once for testing and multiple 

times for preparing. To additionally improve the presentation 

of the planned models right now, cross approval has been 

conveyed where each overlay utilized in the approval is 

adjusted by having the correct extent of the class marks. In the 

accompanying segments, a concise hypothetical foundation 

about the sent AI methods will be presented. 

A. The ANN Model 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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ANN is structured dependent on the organic neural 

systems, which structure the structure squares of the human 

sensory system. Multi-layer ANN comprises of more than one 

preparing layer of neurons, which speak to the scientific 

acknowledgment for the natural neural systems. During 

managed learning, an ANN takes in and gains understanding 

from a lot of predefined preparing models. The mistake 

minimization process is directed by an educator. Right now of 

the ANN model, an administered preparing technique is 

utilized to perform non-direct mapping in design 

characterization dependent on back-spread. During the 

preparation stage, the information models are applied to the 

system, and the subsequent, real, reaction is contrasted and the 

ideal reaction. In the event that the real reaction contrasts from 

the objective reaction, a blunder signal is back proliferated to 

change the system loads, see Fig. 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3. The Back-Propagation ANN Structure 

 

B. The SVM Model 

The key distinction that segregate SVM from 

different classifiers is that it centers around the information 

focuses which are difficult to characterize, while in most other 

ordering strategies, the attention is on all the information 

focuses. For instance, the essential Perceptron, in ANN, is 

scanning for straight detachability for every datum point in the 

preparation set and stops when that condition is fulfilled. In 

any case, these lines are not destined to be the best separators. 

 

Fig. 4. The Concept behind the SVM Technique. 

 

 

 

 

C. The NB Model 

The Bayesian classifier is viewed as one of the most 

regularly utilized arrangement strategies in AI. The NB 

classifier, specifically, base its expectation on Bayes 

hypothesis, while accepting autonomy between the 

informational collection traits, which makes its model simple 

to assemble. In any case, the presumption of freedom isn't 

precise constantly and dependent on that NB classifiers might 

be viewed as less exact than other progressively modern AI 

calculations. Then again, there are a few favorable 

circumstances of its utilization such characterization speed, 

resilience to missing qualities and less model parameter 

dealing with. Along these lines, when speed is required during 

the investigation of large informational indexes, the NB 

classifier could be a suitable decision. 

D. The DT and RF Models 

One major advantage of DT, unlike most other 

machine learning models, that it is transparent as you can 

follow its hierarchical structure to understand how the 

classification decision took place. In DT, Entropy measures 

disorder in the data, and can give an indication of how untidy 

the data is. For that reason, it is used as an algorithm to tidy 

the data by separating it and grouping the samples in the 

classes they belong to. A data set could be considered ordered, 

or tidy, when all the data items in it share the same label and 

is considered untidy if it has a blend of items with different 

labels. The DT algorithm uses the Entropy equation while 

looping around the training data set make sure that each sub 

data group is tidy and carries the same label. 

 

Fig. 5. The Concept behine the RF Technique. 

 

E. Model Evaluation Metrics 

 

During model assessment, the disarray lattice 

assumed a significant job in understanding the outcomes 

acquired right now, Table II. Genuine Positive worth (TP) 

were those qualities that speak to the quantity of patients who 

initially has coronary illness and were really anticipated 

effectively. Genuine Negative (TN), then again, spoke to the 

quantity of patients who initially didn't have coronary illness 

and were really anticipated accurately. Then again, False 

Positive (FP) were those patients, who initially didn't have 

coronary illness, yet were anticipated as positive. Bogus 

negative (FN) then again, were those patients anticipated as 

negative, yet initially had a coronary illness. 
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Table. II. The confusion matrix structure 

 
 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Heart Data Set Pre-Processing 

Right now, there were 13 highlights and one 

objective class an incentive as a name. Missing qualities were 

not seen in the greater part of the properties; be that as it may, 

just 6 missing qualities were discovered, 2 in thal, and 4 in ca. 

The occasions that incorporated these missing qualities were 

completely erased, leaving 297 cases for additional 

investigation. Since in the long run we have to decipher the 

planned AI model, executing highlight decrease was not 

prescribed. Rather, highlight determination was executed to 

distinguish those highlights that successfully add to the 

arrangement procedure. 

It was important to expel exceptions and 

extraordinary qualities to ensure heartiness of the planned AI 

models. The interquartile extend (IQR) system was utilized as 

a proportion of the factual scattering for the informational 

index highlights. There was one patient information case with 

anomalies in the chol include with an estimation of 564, 

which digresses astoundingly from the remainder of the 

qualities in the informational collection. That case was 

expelled to abstain from slanting in the outcome as it could 

significantly affect the mean and standard deviation.  

Concerning the extraordinary qualities, it was 

discovered that there are 43 occasions with outrageous 

qualities, which establishes 14.5% of the information records. 

Be that as it may, inspired by a paranoid fear of falling into 

predisposition issues during models' plan, the impact of the 

expulsion of these outrageous records must be checked. It was 

discovered that the 43 cases are separated similarly between 

the two illness classifications: 23 patients have a coronary 

illness and 20 patients don't have a coronary illness. That 

balance between the two class occurrences gave a sign that it 

is more averse to have class inclination, and in this manner, 

those 43 records were expelled. 

It was seen that the scope of the highlights in the 

heart informational collection change in a way that could 

influence the structure of the AI models. For instance, the 

most extreme incentive for age and oldpeak are 77 and 6, 

while chol and thalach are 564 and 200 separately, see Fig. 6. 

One compelling strategy that was utilized right now to 

institutionalize every numeric trait in the informational index 

to have zero mean and unit change. Generally speaking, by 

leading the past pre-handling steps, the coronary illness 

informational collection was prepared for the models' 

structure organize. All the models' presentation assessment 

results during the pre-preparing stage are abridged in Table 

III. 

 

B. Feature Selection and Model Design 

Right now, quick quality determination techniques 

have been concentrated, for example, single trait evaluator 

with positioning and property subset choice strategies. In any 

case, the single characteristic technique can permit excess, 

which isn't prescribed and may prompt erroneous outcomes. 

For instance, issues, for example, excess have solid effect on 

the presentation of the NB classifier, while overfitting could 

seriously affect the MLP classifier. The quality subset choice 

strategy, then again, expels excess just as superfluous 

highlights, thus it was picked right now a base technique for 

include choice.  

Cautious measures have been thought of while 

applying that credit choice technique to the coronary illness 

informational collection, with cross-approval, to have 

reasonable order results. An issue could have occurred if the 

whole informational collection is utilized to choose the 

characteristic subset. In this manner, right now, have been 

chosen dependent on the preparation information as it were. 

At that point, each planned classifier model has been prepared 

on the preparation information too with cross-approval 

essentially, trailed by model assessment utilizing the test 

information. 

 

Fig. 6. Selected Features’ Histograms. 
 

 

Fig. 7. Models’ Building Speeds in Seconds 
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Table. III. Effect of pre-processing stages 

 

One great suggested practice, when performing 

trait determination, is to utilize a similar characterization 

strategy as a wrapper substitute evaluator technique. In any 

case, the sum total of what prospects have been tried right 

now locate the best property determination strategy, and 

inevitably concoct that particular arrangement of highlights 

that lead to the best outcomes. This list of capabilities is 

relied upon to be bona fide it might be said that it really 

influences the current outcomes. In the accompanying table, 

the line passages speak to the pre-owned procedure inside 

the wrapper substitute evaluator strategy, while the segment 

sections speak to the grouping system utilized in building 

the models. Distinctive model execution assessment 

measurements, for example, exactness, accuracy, review, 

and F1-score are introduced in a different section, see Table 

IV. It worth referencing that the time taken for trait 

determination and classifier preparing utilizing MLP in the 

wrapping procedure was impressively since a long time ago 

contrasted with different methods, see an example run in 

Fig. 8. 

The best precision result got, 84.25%, after 

component extraction, was for the MLP classifier with SVM 

as an element determination wrapper substitute evaluator 

strategy. The NB and the SVM classifiers had a lower, yet 

similar, results at 83.07% and 82.28% separately. The RF 

classifier came last with 78.35% precision regardless of the 

way that the repetitive highlights have been expelled. 

Reviewing a prior remark right now the act of utilizing a 

similar grouping technique as a wrapper substitute evaluator 

strategy, it was seen that SVM has the best precision 

execution at 82.28%, see the softly concealed corner to 

corner cells at Table IV. 

 

Fig. 8. Feature Extraction and Classification Model Building 

Speeds in Seconds.  

 

During the element determination investigation, 

various highlights have been chosen by various wrapper 

substitute evaluator technique. For instance, MLP concocted 

8 highlights in its suggested include set, trailed by 5 

highlights highlight sets for NB, SVM, and RF, see Table V. 

So far of investigation, it could be reasonable for accept 

from Tables IV and Table V that the more drawn out the 

run-time, while settling on the best chosen include set, the 

more the quantities of highlights chose. In any case, how 

real are these capabilities required further investigation. The 

accompanying area centers around utilizing one of the 

notable model understanding strategies, the DT, to discover 

sensible clarifications for the came about models' 

exhibitions. 
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Table. IV. Effect of feature selection methods 

 

Table. V. Frequency of selected features 

 

V. PREDICTION LEVEL INTERPRETATION 

All the AI models utilized right now directed 

learning techniques. These strategies utilized the examples 

of coronary illness informational index to learn and to 

deliver general speculations as forecasts. DT is one of the 

managed AI models that is often used to take care of 

arrangement issues. One significant preferred position of DT 

models is that they could delineate direct connections, while 

giving clear understanding, and thus DT will have more 

concentration right now.  

Further investigation was finished utilizing the J48 

DT classifier, while performing property determination and 

utilizing a similar order technique, J48, as a wrapper 

substitute evaluator strategy, see Table VI. The DT 

structured model took 1.1 seconds to be fabricate utilizing 

the equivalent prior machine specs utilized for the other AI 

models: MLP, NB, SVM, and RF. The resultant model 

precision was 76.38%, which is viewed as low contrasted 

with those past models aside from the RF model. The 

majority of those prior models, regardless of having better 

exactness, were not straightforward, and along these lines 

were difficult to decipher. 

Looking at Table V and Table VI, it was seen that 

they are practically indistinguishable, with the exception of 

one trait contrast between the RF and the DT models as 

wrapper substitute evaluator strategies. The two models 

concurred on choosing properties sex, ca and thal, yet differ 

on incline and oldpeak. Concentrating on table VI, one 

could presume that the most every now and again chose 

qualities for the J48 DT model were thal, ca, oldpeak, sex, 

and perhaps cp also. The accompanying order trees' 

examples were produced, while the planned DT models 

were assessed, see Fig. 9 to Fig. 12. The root hub in each 

delineated characterization tree is viewed as the property 

with the most noteworthy virtue as it is increasingly fit for 

segregating between patients with and without coronary 

illness, etc down the tree. 

From the model understanding perspective, the 

immaculateness of these highlights could be a reference 

point for estimating their commitment to the exactnesses of 

their relating investigated models. For instance, on the off 

chance that we see grouping Tree-1, in Fig. 9, it could be 

reasonable for find that so as to choose if a patient has 

coronary illness or not, thal status should be checked first. 

Also, the following component to be checked in that tree is 

ca, regardless of whether the appropriate response at the past 

thal-hub was Yes or No. One can grasp such thinking even 

at the third degree of the tree while checking for sex and 

age. Nonetheless, as we go further in that tree, we may get 

confounded during examination. That disarray could be 

increasingly perceptible at arrangement Tree-4, which was 

work during the structure of the MLP model. 
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Fig. 9. Classification Tree-1 
 

 

 
Fig. 10. Classification Tree-2 

 

 

Fig. 11. Classification Tree-3 

 

 

Table. VI. Frequency of selected features-DT only 
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Fig. 12. Classification Tree-4 

 

 

A notable strategy to deal with the past disarray 

issue is to utilize highlight significance examination 

utilizing gathering technique for DT. The qualities speaking 

to include significance are relative qualities, or scores, 

contrasting the presentation of the ideal model with and 

without that particular element. Right now, includes in the 

coronary illness informational collection have been 

considered for highlight investigation, see the diagram 

appeared in Fig. 13. Estimations of significance ran between 

Zero for the fbs highlight to 1.75 for the thal include, which 

is considered for this model to be the most prescient worth. 

In view of that idea, expelling a component, for example, 

thal is relied upon to impressively influence the planned 

model, while evacuating an element, for example, fbs ought 

not have an impact, etc for rest of the element significance 

esteems.  

 

Further examination has been led utilizing another 

proposed strategy, Feature Ranking Cost, to more readily 

comprehend and decipher the exhibitions of the structured 

models: MLP, NB, SVM, and RF. The idea driving the 

formation of this new measurement is to thought of a basic 

post-hoc strategy that can help in assessing the value of a 

model exhibition dependent on the significance of its list of 

capabilities. Subsequent to assessing the planned models 

starting there of view, a basic remedial move could be made 

by picking the best last model that is fit for creating the best 

real outcome however much as could be expected.Table VII 

illustrates how this index could be calculated with the 

support of the chart in Fig. 13 as well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 13. Most Important Features based on DT– Entropy 

Function  
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Table. VII. Creation of feature ranking cost index 

 

 
 

Choosing what number of highlights ought to be in each list of capabilities 

is a difficult errand. At the end of the day, at what rank would it be 

advisable for us to stop to play out the figuring of the files? Right now, 

approach was to compute the entire FIS range, and afterward utilize that as 

a source of perspective as where to set the edge esteem. In particular, for 

Table VII, half of the entire FIS extend was utilized, and each element that 

has a lower esteem was excluded from the highlights' investigation pool. In 

light of that scope of decision, around 46% of the traits in the component 

significance graph were secured: thal, ca, cp, thalach, chol, and oldpeak. 

 

 
Fig. 14. Feature Ranking Costs based on Equation 13. 

 

 
Fig. 15. Feature Count Ratio 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table. VIII. Creation of weighted feature ranking cost index  

 

 
 

 
Fig. 16. Feature Ranking Costs Vs Feature Count Ratio 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Right now was demonstrated that we have led 

exhaustive investigations and comprehension of the 

Cleveland heart informational index. Too, unique AI 

classifiers were structured and used to accomplish the best 

diagnosing model. In any case, the past conversation in the 

translation segment feature a couple of issues that should be 

considered as we attempt to comprehend the AI structured 

models. On the off chance that the structure for the four 

models: MLP, NB, SVM, and RF was closed dependent on 

computing the underlying utilized measurements: 

exactness, accuracy, review, and F1, there could have been 

an opportunity of winding up with a mistaken model. For 

instance, the MLP model, in light of a SVM wrapping 

property select strategy, brought about a 84.25% precision, 

however utilized a 8-highlights set to accomplish that 

outcome. In light of the half edge utilized right now, 

include positioning score, , was 15, which is a triple of the 

RF model score. This outcome showed that it would not 

have been precise to pick the MLP as a base for coronary 

illness conclusion model.  

The examination investigation done right now 

established a sensible framework in investigating the idea 

of the coronary illness informational index. These 

endeavors have been supplemented by the understanding 

examination, which included more explanation of the 
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planned models by the presenting the new FRC file. That 

list was an enlightening measurement and prompted a 

reasonable segregation between the models dependent on 

their list of capabilities significance. The last picked RF 

model, in view of the post-hoc understanding investigation, 

had a 79.92% precision, which was not a far trade off from 

the MLP model exactness. Indeed, it was an important 

advance to pick the RF model rather than the MLP model to 

guarantee that the last picked model is bona fide and has a 

fair trade off between its straightforwardness and its 

precision. It is foreseen that the utilization of the past 

discoveries will be valuable to the AI people group as it 

could be the reason for post-hoc expectation model 

translation examination on various clinical informational 

indexes.  

For future work, a couple of central matters could 

be thought of. To begin with, brushing the Cleveland and 

Hungarian informational indexes and playing out the 

necessary examination may improve precision and give 

more understanding into the straightforwardness of each 

structured model. New difficulties could emerge, for 

example, missing information, yet the 100% information 

occasions increment may make up for that issue. Second, 

performing affiliation rule examination could help in model 

translation and help in comprehension the structured DT 

models, yet rule post-handling might be expected to 

evacuate excess. In conclusion, further inside and out post-

hos forecast model translation examination should be 

possible to all the more likely comprehend and approve the 

planned models. 
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